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Space Infantry bosses 
rules Ver 0.9.0 
 

Bosses overview 
Bosses are special and powerful Enemies, repre-

sented by a special tactical map composed of multi-

ple zones that must be attacked independently; each 

Enemy zone has one or more Skill Levels and is ca-

pable of an independent attack. Moreover, each zone 

has its own Hit Points that must be tracked inde-

pendently and can have specific abilities. 

There are two type of Zones: 

 Outer zones (inside the yellow squared arrow): 

can always be attacked by your men. 

 Internal zones: can only be attacked when one 

or more of the connected outer zones has been 

destroyed (reduced to zero HP). 

One or more zone is marked with the "Vital 

Part" icon and represents a vital area of the 

Enemy: a Boss is eliminated only when all 

the zones marked with the "Vital Part" icon 

are destroyed (even if other zones are still opera-

tive). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Combat phase changes 
The following paragraphs supersede the standard SI 

rules. 

An Outer zone can only be attacked by a number of 

Units that is less or equal to the number marked 

near the yellow squared arrow: Units attacking one 

zone of a Boss are considered Engaged with this 

specific zone.  Internal zones can only be attacked 

when at least one connected Outer zone is destroyed 

(see below). 

Units can freely engage/disengage a zone every 

combat turn after the range determination. 

Specialist can only be engaged if there are no Basic 

Units available. 

Damage inflicted by Engaged Units is always allo-

cated to the attacked zone until the zone is de-

stroyed (reduced to zero HP): Units must Engage 

one zone to inflict damage to a Boss.  

Grenade damage is always inflicted to a single zone: 

i.e. you cannot split the damage between multiple 

zones. 

Once an Outer zone is destroyed, the Units can still 

Engage this Outer zone if it's connected to an Inter-

nal zone: the additional damage will be allocated to 

the connected Internal zone.  Units attacking an In-

ternal zone though an Outer destroyed zone are con-

sidered Engaged with the Internal zone. 

Every non-destroyed Outer zone must be activated 

with a RN (as if it were a separated Enemy). Internal 
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zones are activated only when one or more connected 

Outer zones are destroyed.  

Damage inflicted by a Boss zone is allocated to the 

Units engaged with this zone: if no Unit is Engaged 

with the attacking enemy zone, then the damage will 

be freely distributed among the other non-engaged 

units (if any); Engaged Units cannot suffer damage 

from a Boss zone different from the one they are en-

gaging. Damage from an Internal Zone can be freely 

distributed to Units engaging a connected, destroyed 

Outer zone; if there are no Units on a connected Outer 

Zone, damage from an Internal Zone is freely distrib-

uted among the non-engaged Units. 

 


